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Challenges of
Psychiatric Nursing

A growing Relation

Fr. Reji Kaithaparambil MI
[Vicar Provincial]

Sr. Mary was an enthusiastic young religious till her
perpetual profession. Members of  her community

appreciated her for her various talents. However, Sr. Mary
seldom realized that she could become upset easily and
become rebellious. Though she tried to manage holding
it inside, members in the community were able to sense it
as she became less interested in the community matters
and in the members of  the community. Her
communication with community grew lesser but got more
involved with her friends and family. Her passive
aggression was a powerful weapon she used against others
while she thought that she was being just and right. Every
one wondered about it. Nobody could convince her of
the harm she was doing to herself  and to her community.
Thus, she estranged herself  from the community while
the community was able to tolerate this pain and found
alternative ways of  maintaining the community
dynamisms.

No one knew the reason behind Sr. Mary’s problem except
her soul mate Sr. Sara who kept the secret from others.
By the time Sr. Sara who was working abroad returned
she was not in a position to help Sr. Mary to heal her of
her wounds as her rebellion and aggression had grown
deep in her. Sr. Sara revealed that Sr. Mary associated her
self-worth with accomplishments which the religious
congregation was not in a position to respond to.

One day her superior communicated to me while referring
to Sr. Mary that a religious is called to live in the here-
and-now; no one can serve accomplishments and God at
the same time.
Had she accomplished community living!

It was a wonderful chicken soup for my soul too!

Accomplishments vs. Community

“The light shines in the darkness,
and the darkness did not
overcome it” (Jn. 1:5).
When God reigns, the king of
darkness is felled. Let God’s
kingdom come to expell darkness
from our hearts and from the
world.
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The word of God urges me to ‘pursue the
holiness without which no one will see the
Lord’ (cf. Heb 12:14). Since my basic vocation
itself is to be holy as my Heavenly Father is
holy (cf. 1Pet1:15, Lev 19:1-2; Lev 20:26), I
have an inescapable responsibility to
constantly search for way to holiness. Jesus
promises: the pure in heart will see God (cf.
Mt 5:8); for, purity of heart is the explicit sign
of  holiness.

Heart - the Seat of  My SELF
Jesus says: “Out of the heart come evil
intentions, murder, adultery, fornication,
theft, false witness, slander” (Mt15:19). This
is an affirmation that the heart is the seat of
our thoughts (evil intentions), actions
(murder adultery, fornication, theft), and
words (false witness, slander). These three,
as we know, are the expressions of  one’s very
self; and either defile (v.20) or sanctify a
person.

Bees or Vultures?
Flowers full of nectar attract bees, and
butterflies. A lot of  bees around indicate good
flowers or a beehive in the immediate vicinity.
Similarly, where there are corpses, the vultures
hover over. What and who are around me
show what my heart really is!

What are the pictures in my room, in my
computer, in my albums? What are the types
of e-mails I receive, and forward? Which are
the websites I visit? Which are the books I
read? Who are the people getting easily close
to me? And WHY? Bees… for nectar? or
Vultures… for the rotten?

A Contrite Heart!
For God, my most acceptable stature seems
that of contrition and not of righteousness
that needs no repentance (cf. Lk 5:32; Lk
15:7). Prophet Joel reminds me to rend (tear)

my heart and not my clothing (Joel 2:13a).
Repentance reflects holiness! God relents at
one’s repentance and never despises a contrite
heart (Ps 51:17b).

A Pure Heart, create in me, O God…
David’s earnest prayer to God after having
realized the filth of his heart and the
vulnerability of his person was to create in
him a pure heart (cf. Ps 51:10a). The Spirit
of the Lord promises the people of God
through prophet Ezekiel (38:26): “A new
heart I will give you and a new spirit I will
put within you; and I will remove from your
body the heart of stone and give you a heart
of flesh.” Lord I long for the fulfillment of
your promise, and pray with David, your
beloved servant: A Pure Heart, create in me, O
God and put a steadfast spirit within me that I will
see you face to face in the day of  Eternal Presence!

+The upright shall behold his face. - Ps 11:7c
+Beloved, if our hearts do not condemn us, we

have boldness before God - 1Jn 3:21
+No one who sins has either seen him or

known him. 1 Jn 3:6a
+All deeds are right in the sight of the doer, but

the LORD weighs the heart. - Prov 21:2
+…Everyone who looks at a woman with

lust has already committed adultery with
her in his heart. - Mt 5:28

+Keep your heart with all vigilance, for from it
flow the springs of life. - Pro 4:23

+…‘Out of the believer’s heart shall flow
rivers of living water’. - Jn 7:38b

- All quotes are from NRSV.

Secretariat for Community and Spiritual Life
Camillian Vice Province - INDIA

WAY OF THE WORD
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BREAD4LIFE
Get up, eat; Or, the journey be too much
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New Creation Series -2

Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will see God.  - Mt 5:8



The bridge of  love crosses the biggest river
of religion and politics over to the heart of

the sick in the life and practice of every
Camillian religious. The importance of  being
firmly rooted in God in the exercise of  charity
as an expression and extension of love ran
through the heart of the annual retreat preached
by Fr. Tom O’ Conner on January 7-12, 2011 at
CPHC, Bangalore. The fundamental need of
resting with the Lord in the silence of  one’s heart
away from the disturbances refuels the
enthusiasm and zeal. This transforms the casual
and ordinary encounters into extra ordinary
experiences of relationship and communion.
The power of care, instilled in the heart of the
Order by the Good Samaritan inflames the lives
of  the sick in the moments of  their agony.  To
keep this flame of love ablaze, all of us are called
to be creative, dynamic and proactive in order

Ordinary Encounters
Extraordinary Experiences
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to fight routine that finds its way even in the
most sacred and beautiful and makes it ordinary.

Promotion of health remains the nexus of
Camillian endeavors that extend to teaching a
Christian attitude towards the sick and creating
a culture of caring and consoling in the
healthcare world.   Nobody holds any special
tag but same identity in exercising this sacred
ministry because love and care and the needs of
the sick are always the same. Here community
remains a place to stay, to grow and to live, a
platform for everyone to contribute and an
occasion where the story of  each one is to be
allowed to be shared, creating an ambience and
a heart to walk an extra mile and to wait an extra
while. This Camillian identity always spurs us to
proclaim, “Every sick woman is my mother and
every sick man is my father for my mom/dad
deserves nothing less than the best”.

Resting with the Lord in the silence of one’s heart away
from the disturbances refuels our enthusiasm and zeal,
Vellamattam Binu MI Vellamattam Binu MI Vellamattam Binu MI Vellamattam Binu MI Vellamattam Binu MI reflects on the annual retreat

The participants of  the annual retreat with the retreat preacher Fr. Tom O’Conner



Psychiatric nursing requires the possession of knowledge,
skill, commitment and a compassionate heart to provide

services to individuals to meet their immediate needs related
to mental, emotional and developmental problems which
might involve series of  disorders and persistent disabilities. I
had been posted for the clinical experiences in S.H. Hospital,
Pynkulam, Kerala, an 850-bedded and the Asia’s largest
private psychiatric hospital for a month in November, 2010.
There is always a great gulf between the ‘reality and ideal,
being and having to be’ for it opens our eyes and changes our
ideas when being threatened to be in a challenging situation,
finding no answers or solutions encountered by patients, their
families and the hospital system.

The challenge begins from the very moment of
admission. It is hard to make an accurate analysis of the
patients’ needs, for some come on their own initiative, and
others are either advised or forced to come to a psychiatric
hospital by their parents, spouse, society etc. In such occasions
admissions are either at night or early morning to protect the
worth and dignity of individual and family and it is often
violent resulting from the need of the family to force the
psychiatric patients for the treatment and the resistance of
the patients themselves.  Here the therapeutic relationship
often begins with a violent approach of nurses and other
hospital staff to harness the patients to admission procedures
and safe entry into restricted wards of the hospital.

A psychiatric nurse meets with a wide range of actual
and potential mental health problems like stress crisis,
developmental issues, neurotic and personality disorders,
substance abuse disorder, organic disorder etc. In a large
hospital, a ward contains numerous patients admitted with
varied disorders and deviations, thus the symptom
management becomes the only focus of a psychiatric nurse.
A nurse fails to draw an appropriate intervention and
integration of psycho-social, biophysical and other
environmental and organic factors restricting the nurse’s role
to mere bedside service provider.

There is a constant increase in the mental health
problems in the population of the modern world. The provision
of the quality care is possible only through a multi-disciplinary
team approach providing continuity of the care including
rehabilitation. The institutional services become so limited
overriding the role of  the family members and the society. It
is the need of time that a psychiatric nurse assumes an
independent role extending the care to the family and society
being an agent of change, growth and a total health care.
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Challenges of
Psychiatric
Nursing

Quality care is possible
only through a multi-
disciplinary team
approach providing
continuity of  the care
including rehabilitation

Memana Suneesh MI
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Youth, AIDS &
Faith

The AIDS crisis has touched
all of  the society. Although

its effects are much obvious in
the life of those persons who
are HIV infected, no one in
general can escape the threat
of the disease and its actual
impact.

Holy Father Benedict XVI
declared this year as the Year
of  the Youth. The UN too
celebrates this year as the
International Youth Year.  I
think it could be appropriate for
us, at this time, to reflect what
the youth with HIV have
experienced and have taught
us. Various statistics show that
an alarming number of  youth
are infected with HIV. For a
long time a diagnosis of HIV
positive was considered a death
sentence. It shattered the
whole life until it seemed that
nothing can be done, but only
despair remained.

Although HIV infected youth
are surviving longer today, the
fear of death, darkness of life,
and the meaninglessness still
hang above them. The person
cannot readily and easily call
upon God. This experience gets
an HIV positive youth into a
faith crisis.

Experience of  Faith Crisis
Once an infected youth spoke
to me in the following lines, “I
am living with HIV. It is
difficult to live with the
uncertainty, fear and anxieties
of what may happen. I am
victim to a virus that has
robbed me of life. The threat
of death remains and I
continue to live still….. God
seems not see me!”

The heart of HIV infected
youth’s spirituality is a life style
in faith. If a life style involves
everything that a person is then
faith is how that person
trusting in Jesus Christ,
concretely lives as a Christian
in this place and at this time.
The way forward
One of the staff here told me
a story of how an HIV infected
youth made his way to faith in
Jesus Christ with the
experience of faith crisis due to
his illness.  He told me how he
had given up God in his life
because religion preached to
him a hateful God. This God
was out to catch him doing
something wrong.  This person
also went on to say how, after
he was diagnosed HIV
positive, he discovered, not a

policeman, but a completely
different kind of God, listening
and watching the children and
others praying at Snehasadan.
He concludes saying, “Today I
experience completely a
different kind of God, a God
of love, of concern, a God who
suffered with all who suffer”.

The infected youth who have
embarked on a journey to God
constantly speak this God of
love. Someone says it
remarkably  well, “But I tell
you that my experience of God
and my understanding of the
Gospel is that with God there
are no disposable human
beings”.

AIDS still has much to teach
us about the ‘business of being
human’. Reframing the
shattered faith-life of infected
youth is the task ahead for us
Camillians, besides, sharing the
sorrow, tying the bandage of
love and all other medical,
psychosocial support. A friend
of mine working with youth
tells me, youth with HIV are
placed on the edge, with the
AIDS crisis. They do discover
new meanings and find that
they are discovered by others
who meet them on the edge.

Antony Kunnel MI

With God there are no disposable
human beings

YEAR OF THE YOUTH



The Ugandan
Mission added

another chapter in its
history, with the
canonical visit of  Fr.
General from 18th to
21st January. We were
glad to receive Fr.
Renato Salvatore and
the Secretary General,
Bro. Luca Perletti. The
first canonical visit of
Fr. Renato to the Ugandan
Mission was accompanied by
the Provincial Fr. Stephen
Foster. Taking into
consideration the uniqueness
of the Mission and its new
collaboration, the visit of both
Fr. General and the Provincial

was a milestone for the
Camillian presence in the land
of Africa. This, I believe was
an opportunity for the central
administration of the Order to
have a tangible experience of
the Camillian Charism and its
need in this country. Besides,
the presence of  Bro. Luca was

also a time for us to
cherish the good works
he has done back in
India and helped us to
feel supported. It might
have been coincident to
see his joy in getting a
mail from Snehasadan
on its celebration of ten
years of  service to the
sick and thanking him
for his wonderful role in

its foundation. The visit helped
us to look back to the last ten
years of  hard work by Frs. Tom
O’Connor and Tom Smith and
the providential care of the
Almighty in bringing the Good
Samaritan spirituality.

Fr. Renato during
his canonical visit
to Uganda

Canonical Visit to Ugandan Mission
Johnson Vellachira MI

In religious/ priestly formation one is not
dealing with the production of material

goods or industrial products but with the
formation of  free human beings. It is first of
all helping a person by providing opportunities
to grow and become a disciple of Christ - a
“fully mature person in the full stature of
Christ (Eph 4:13)”. So it is necessary to
understand the different aspects of  formation.

FORMATION AS ENLIGHTENMENT
Formation opens our inner eyes and enlightens
us from within. Our inner presence becomes
transparent. Even the crises and sufferings in
life become truly enlightening.  They help us
to listen to the silent voice of the Spirit,
expand our mind and heart, enable us to
become unencumbered beings, and lead us to
authenticity, as enlightened people are persons
of  authenticity. As Pope John Paul II says,

“Formation is a path of  gradual identification
with the attitude of  Christ towards the Father.”
This identification involves every aspect of the
person, his/her personality, behavior and
intentions, because “It aims at the
transformation of  the whole person.” (Vitae
Consecrata, 65)

According to Van Kaam, formation is a
journey towards enlightenment, i.e., liberation,
freedom, unencumbered, transformed, and
transparent person of  being and not having.
The formee has to do all s/he can so as to be
enlightened from within. As an enlightened
person is a person of being, an authentic person
who communicates more by his actions and
presence than words, because, we all know,
actions speak louder than words.(Van Kaam,
Fundamental Formation, vol.3, 362)

FORMATION - I

Koonanickal Sojan MI
Secretariat for Formation

Camillian Vice-Province, India

Some Important Aspects/
Characteristics of  Formation
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Indian mission as chaplains in our ‘Lombardo-
Venetian’ Province began with Fr. Mundlagiri

Arlappa and me in 2004. Although this mission
was carried out during summer by our Indian
confreres while they were studying in Rome, the
chaplaincy ministry in the hospitals in our
Mother Province officially began by Fr. Arlappa
and me respectively
in the hospital of
Borgo Trento of
Verona and in the
Policlinic of  Padova
together with our
Italian Confreres.
When we finished
our ministry and went
to Rome for studies
in 2007, Narikuzhyil
Jaison (Borgo Trento)
and Kanjirathummoottil
Siby (Padova) had
taken up this mission
from 2007 onwards. After these two, Illickal
Baby started working as chaplain in 2009 in the
Policlinic of  Padova. Now Chengalikavil Benny
is studying the language in Verona in order to
work as chaplain in the near future.

The present situation of our Indian Camillian
confreres in Italy is: after having finished the
licentiate in Pastoral Health Theology in
Camillianum, Arlappa began his doctorate
studies in the same; I, after having finished the

licentiate in Bioethics in Regina Apostolorum
and Pastoral Health Theology in Camillianum,
am now doing my doctorate in Bioethics in
Regina Apostolorum.  While we are studying,
we also render our service again as chaplains in
the hospital of Padova. Siby is doing his
licentiate in Moral Theology in Alphonsianum,

Rome, Jaison in
Formation as
Animation of
Vocation – FAV
in Salesianum
and Baby in
Pastoral Health
Theology in
C a m i l l i a n u m .
Benny is studying
the language in
Verona in view
of working as
chaplain and then
of studying later;

and Pazhanilath Babychan is General Councilor.

As far as the chaplaincy ministry is concerned, I
can say that it goes in perfect line with the words
of  St. Camillus who said in one of  his rules that
while the hands do their part (medicate, feed), the eyes
must aim at seeing what is lacking for the sick, the ears
must be open to intend the commands and desires of
the sick as they are lords and masters, the tongue should
exhort the sick to be patient, courageous and to be hopeful
and the mind and the heart should aim at praying for

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF ST. CAMILLUS
FROM EAST TO WEST…

William Eronimoose MI
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the sick to God. We, in his footsteps, carry out
our ministry through our global and healing
presence for the care of the suffering sick in
Italy from where we all have received the
Camillian identity through our Italian Camillian
confreres who had been missionaries in India.
As it was from West to East, so it is now from
East to West to continue the healing ministry.

The experience of  being a chaplain, as for me,
begins with living in a new community,
heterogeneous in age and homogeneous in
formation and vision with diverse extraction of
each other’s merits and with profound zeal for
being beside the sick and the suffering. The
hospital community lives its interior life in tune
with the Constitutional requirements with
possible scope of  betterment, and this life is
enriched by community and personal prayers,
weekly adoration and monthly recollection in
order to have fraternal life of  mature persons
safeguarding the Camillian communitarian
identity. Our community life is aimed at
rendering an adequate chaplaincy ministry
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within the hospital to the sick with a healing
presence. Being actively present near the sick
in the wards assigned to each one of us, our
sharing, our love and our presence for the sick
enable him/her to find the energy in bearing
the pain, fight against it, resist it, and to discover
new meanings in order to transcend the pain
and to live it, regaining thus in the higher level
his/her own initiatives and unifying himself/
herself with the Lord who assures of His
presence for him/her through our healing
presence as a healing community.

The experience of  being beside the sick as
chaplains in Italy is an experience which does
not have a geographical and human boundary
but it is extended to all those who want to
dedicate themselves in serving the sick and in
preaching the gospel in the footsteps of  St.
Camillus who received this mandate from Jesus,
our Healer. Let St. Camillus, our Heavenly
Patron, intercede for us in order to be available
for the sick persons, so that our Camillian identity
has a reason for the ministry it does.

A Frame from our History

The blessing of the foundation stone of Upasana, Bangalore on August 14, 1987, by the
then Vicar General of the archdiocese of Bangalore Msgr. Ignatius Pinto.



For Ireland, it’s not all good news here: Ireland
is just getting out of the mayhem created by

the heavy snowfall during the Christmas days.
Actually snowfall wasn’t the issue but the fact
that snow remained there without thawing away
in the subzero temperatures, eventually forming
into solid icy layer which got very slippery and
caused lots of accidents to those walking and
quite a few vehicles as well. Meanwhile water in
the pipes froze, affecting water distribution.
Economically, Ireland is one of  the worst affected
European countries hit by economic downturn
recently. And right now, politics is going through
lots of changes as the nation is in the heat of
general elections.

But it is good news Irish society is very resilient.
It had gone through worse times in the past and
survived. People have great inner power and
optimism and will to overcome. Many of the
patients I visited spoke about their frustrations
about all these, besides the imaginable difficulties
of  being sick and hospitalized. Though it’s not
the best choice to live amidst all those unwelcome
crises, much less pleasant to hear about the
consequent feelings of  people, I suppose, it’s
fulfilling from another point of view: we are there
to listen to not only to their pains of illness but
to anything else as well.

Mater Misericordiae hospital, where we work, is
completing its 150 years. Only a couple of  days
ago the President of Ireland launched the jubilee
celebrations. Camillians has been working here
as chaplains for thirty years. It is one of  the
biggest hospitals of  the country with more than
600 beds and about 2500 staff from around 40
courtiers.

Many middle aged and elderly people can only
look with a sense of amazement at how multi
cultural their once homogenous society turned
out to be. Seeing us priests from places like Africa
or India, I often hear the comment: “Years ago
we used to send missionaries to India and Africa
and all…now it has reversed”!  Last year three
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A ‘Celtic cross’,
the unique cross
of Ireland.

Kakkarakunnel John MI

Redemptorists got ordained priests and it was
a so rare an event, that they appeared in the
national media. A fully Christian and
predominantly Catholic country whose tradition
goes back to St. Patrick of  the 4th century.
Though the decline in faith is very much visible,
in terms of  traditional ways of  faith practice,
many would say: “I am not very religious, but I
have my faith in God. I do pray and I try to lead
an honest good life. I may not go for Sunday
Mass, but I say my prayers…you know.” While
on one side many have lost faith in the organized
religion like the Catholic Church, on the other
side the values Jesus conveyed is very much
wished after and followed.

The Provincial here came back just the other
day after a joint visit to Ugandan mission with
Fr. Renato and Bro. Luca. He was happy to see
Johnson and Shibin along with Fr. Tom, doing
well there, and there’s a lot of  hope for vocations
and development of  Camillian presence. It’s very
encouraging to see different ways the
collaboration between India and Anglo-Irish
Province growing well.

A Growing Relation
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the Provincial House. The
small chapel dedicated to
“Mary, Health of  the Sick”
serves today as the smallest
Parish in the diocese of
Vienna.

By 1913, Twenty Camillians
made their presence felt in
Chaplaincy in Vienna’s
Hospitals. In the following
years, young men wearing
Black Habits with a Red Cross,
with their smiling faces,
spreading compassionate love
of Jesus, took over 18
hospitals or Home for the
Aged in Vienna, giving the
message of Love and Hope to
above 22,000 patients.  Soon

P. Joshy Kanjirathamkunnel MI

The Austrian Province

The presence of
Camillians in Austria
dates back to 1906. The

invitation to take over the
Chaplaincy in 1904 and to open
a home for the aged
(Versorgungsheim, Lainz),
paved the way for the German
mother Province to establish its
footprints in the soil of  Austria.
Accepting the invitation, on
May 1, 1906, two Camillians, Fr.
Joseph Roth and Fr. Otto
Gethmann started the
Camillian ministry of  serving
the sick in the 5000-bedded,
the biggest home for the aged
of Europe at that time.

As a matter of  approval for the
new school of  charity led by
Camillians in Vienna’s state Old
Age Home, on September 28,
1906 the Austrian Ruler Kaiser
Franz Joseph I gave them
permission to start a Religious
House.  The golden era of
Camillian presence in this
country began on August 8,
1910, the opening day of  the
house. This house became a
convalescent house for the Red
Cross Society during the First
World War has also become, in
course of  time, a shelter for
many Priests and seminarians
of  different languages and
nationality and serves today as

the mission to heal the sick was
spread to other regions of
Austria and led to the
foundation of  formation
houses.

As the Camillian family grew
fast and increased in number in
Poland, Holland, USA and in
Austria, it necessitated the
German mother Province to
make Austria an independent
Province. On 12th April 1946
Austria became an independent
Province with 26 Priests, 5
Brothers and 8 Postulants.
Although the young Austrian
Province kept the tradition of
Hospital Chaplaincy as its
focus, it took courage to open
new ways of reaching to the

Grüß
Gott…



SN WE
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St. Camillus College, Janampet, celebrated its
Home Day on 1st December 2010. This was

the culmination day of  month-long competitions
whereby the community expressed their talents
in different ways. It was also an occasion to know
each other more, one’s own capacities and talents
and to use them for the success of  their groups,
and an occasion for community building.
Everyone was enthusiastic to celebrate the day
with a feeling of  oneness, and the presence of
Fr. Reji Kaithaparampil, the Vicar Provincial as
the chief  guest of  the Day added more joy to
the event. Fr. Antony Kunnel cheered the
community with his encouraging presence and
message. The Home Day began with the solemn
Eucharistic celebration.The students performed
the best of  their talents to mark the day
colourful. Fr. Reji delivered an inspiring message
on the importance of  unity and homely
atmosphere in the community. The best
performers in the competitions were given prizes
for their effort. The Camillian sisters along with
their candidates shared our joy and performed
some beautiful dances and songs.

Home Day Celebrated

The Community at Trichy celebrated Home day
on February 1, 2011. The Vicar Provincial Fr.
Reji presided over the home day Eucharistic
celebration. The celebration was scheduled on
February 2, on the day of  the Feast of
Presentation and of  the conversion of  St.
Camillus. The bishop of  Thiruchirappally Rev.
Dr. Antony Devotta was expected to preside
over the Eucharistic celebration. Due to his
inconveniences, the celebration was anticipated.
The celebrations fostered the unity and the
family feeling in the community.

Kuliraniyil Bijoy MI &
Vellamattam Binu MI

A scene of  home day celebrations at Eluru

sick, which led them to open
home for the handicapped
children, to begin the
apostolate for the blind,
founding a village for the
handicapped and establishing
a lay Camillian family.

Today the Austrian province
with Fr. Leonhard Gregotsch as
its Provincial has 12 Priests, one
Perpetually Professed member
and two Candidates. Its young

foundation in Hungary is a new
field of vocations for Austrian
Province.

A glance into the history of
Camillians manifests Divine
plan. It was with the financial
support of  Austrian Province
that we could buy the land at
Mananthavady and it was the
same Province which financed
us to get the first jeep.   After
25 years it is the same Austrian

Province who welcomed
Indian confreres to Austria to
collaborate with the Province
in our ministry to the sick.  Is it
not a plan of God?

5 German Words for Today.
God – Gott
Mary – Maria
Christmas – Weihnachten
Infant Jesus – Kind Jesus
Crib - Krippe
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Those memorable moments of the
priestly ordinations of three
deacons Pattathil Lijo, Koickal

Vince and Tharappel Russel brought
much jubilation to the Camillian Vice
Province of   India, and to their families.

Pattathil Lijo was ordanied a priest by
the bishop of  Mandya Rev. George
Njaralakkattu on January 5, 2011 at St.
Mary’s Church, Shanti Nagar, Kerala.

Koickal Vince also was ordained by the
bishop of Mandya on January 6, 2011 at
Devamatha Church, Paisakary, Kerala.
The ceremony started at 9.30 a.m. in
devout and prayerful presence of his
parents, dear ones, and many priests and
religious.

Tharappel Russel was ordanied on
February 3, 2011 at the nearly 1200-year
old St. Mary’s Forane Church,
Athirampuzha, Kerala, by the bishop of
Changanassery Rev. Joseph
Perunthottam.

They offered their first Holy Eucharist
in an intimate union with Christ who has
called and showered them with abundant
graces.

Priestly
Ordinations

Trichy: The community of  St. Camillus
Seminary here had a day of  picnic cum pil-
grimage to the renowned St. Mary’s Shrine
Basilica at Velankanni on December 27, 2010.
All had a fruitful time with Mother Mary at
Velankanni and a playful time with the invit-
ing sea at Nagapattinam.

A Day of Pilgrimage
Thakidipurath Binoy MI
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Nagpur: A meeting of  all the Formators was
conducted here at Jyoti Darsan on 27-28
November, 2010. The two-day meeting was an
occasion for extensive discussions on various
matters related to formation. The formators met
the Archbishop of  Nagpur Rev. Abraham
Viruthakulangara at the bishop’s house on the
first day. The Secretariat for Formation Fr. Sojan
Koonanickal organized the whole event, to
which all the participants contributed
significantly.
Adding much colour and vitality to the event
the candidates of  Jyoti Darsan staged an hour-
long entertainment programme, in which
traditional cultural items of Orissa and
Jharkhand were presented. All the formators had
a unique experience in joining the Sadiri, the
traditional dance of Jharkhand, during the
cultural evening efficiently organized by Patrick
Nayak. During the Eucharistic celebration on
November 28, the Vicar Provincial Fr. Reji
Kaithaparambil initiated the Pre-Novitiate
programme (an immediate preparation for
Novitiate) for seven third year students of
Philosophy.

Formators’ Meeting Held
Sunil Pattakudilil MI

Bangalore: Even though plastic is one of  the
modern conveniences that we seemingly are
unable to do without, it is responsible for
pollution, killing wildlife, and using up the
precious resources of  the earth. If  you want
change the world, change yourself. On Republic
Day the Upasana Community decided to launch
anti-plastic campaign and to spare some
moments in removing the plastic materials and
dispose them in a responsible manner. In the
nearby park, the Upasana community under the
leadership of  Fr .Joy, with placards of  anti-
plastic slogans, removed plastics from the park
and urged people to be responsible in using
plastic materials. It is time to make the people
aware about the seriousness of  the effects of
plastic and gradually avoid them from our daily
life.

For the Public on Republic

Bangalore: In a bid to strengthen linkages
with government and other agencies and to
explore opportunities associated with various
public health programs, Snehadaan, in
collaboration with CHAI and CBCI-Health
Commission  organised an FBO Meet - Faith
and Action:‘Forging Partnerships in Health’ at
CPHC here on10 & 11 February, 2011.

The meet was inaugurated by Rev. Bp. Joseph
Arumachadath. Dr. John Tharakan (Executive
Director–CBCI CARD), Fr. Varghese
Mattamana (Director – Caritas India) and Dr.
P.K Srinivas (Lead Consultant NRHM) were
special guests of  honour. Around 110
participants from various FBOs and
congregations attended the meet, including
resource persons.

World Day of  the Sick
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Mangalore: Marking a milestone in the HIV/
AIDS care scenario in the South West Districts
of Karnataka, Snehasadan completed a decade
of  service to the HIV infected and affected
people. Inaugurated on February 4, 2001, the
Community Care Centre has been a home of
love, with its core values of compassion,
commitment, care and competence.

On the occasion of  its tenth anniversary,
Camillians in Mangalore organized a cultural
evening  on January 26, 2011 to express gratitude

and appreciation to all those helping hands in
this noble ministry. The children of  Snehasadan
and Jeevadaan and Camillian brothers staged
various cultural items. The activity report of
Snehasadan was released by the parish priest of
Pompei Church Fr. Paul Rego.  The Dean of
Pezar deanery Fr. John Mendonca was the chief
guest of  the day. The Vicar Provincial Fr. Reji
honoured Dr. Ravi Vaswani, Eugene Rent and
two senior staff  of  Snehasadan. Fr. Antony
Kunnel welcomed the gathering and Bobin
Thomas proposed vote of  thanks.

Snehasadan Completes a Decade of  Service
Camillians in Mangalore organized a cultural evening on the occasion

Fr. Reji addressing the gathering
Fr. Rego releases
the activity report
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“With my whole heart I seek you; do not let me stray from your commandments”.
(Ps. 119:10)
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